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Abstract: Communication through social media network such as Twitter has facilitated the fastest and richest platform for
information spreading and opinion sharing. Intelligent exploration of this information can generate valuable records as they
represent the essence of real-world societal aspects. At the same time, huge volume of short unstructured tweets, noisy and
unordered format are certain major challenges to be dealt with in order to generate meaningful outcomes. In this paper, we
propose a novel heuristic function called prominenceRank based event timeline generation using hashtag clustering technique.
Event timeline generation task requires generating an ordered sequence of tweets representing important incidents about the
entity or an event in chronological order. To determine a set of related tweets we use hashtag clustering using a genetic
algorithm. The prominenceRank based algorithmextracts the most relevant tweets that further can be used to generate timeline.
Experiments are performed using a real-life dataset that consists of approximately 2,00,000+ tweets from 24 September 2017 to
backward. We evaluate the proposed algorithm and generated the timeline for three different major events using the selected
tweets. The timeline generated shows the efficiency of our approach in terms of considering the substantial diversity, relevance,
and effectiveness of the selected tweets.
Keywords:Event Timeline, Social Media, Hashtag Clustering, Prominence Rank.

1.
Introduction
Due to the increasing use of Social media services, such as Twitter, a treasurable repository of otherwise unavailable
information is created in this era of digital communication. Intelligent exploration of this information can generate
valuable records as they represent the essence of real-world societal aspects. Accessibility to these information has
become easy using public APIs or various mining tools. The social media has an intractable impact on each and
every happening event. The increasing use of Twitter has revolutionizedthe way to create and spread information
anywhere in the world at any period of time. Many such parameters have restructured the framework for
communication and created a great motivation to reveal numerous research dimensions. Still, the obstructions are
many for automatically gaining some useful outcomes from the data available on Twitter. The first limitation is
length constraint of 140 characters in Tweet. Because of which users try to represent as much as they can by using
short unstructured words. As a whole Tweet gives the clear sense of what it is made for. But to derive the core
material related to specific event requires intelligent efforts and exploitation tools. Also, a substantially sharpened
approach is required to discover the necessary information from the noisy and irrelevant data of Twitter.
In this research, we propose a novel approach to generate a timeline of an event using hashtag clustering. Our work
in [9] presents the distinctive model using a genetic algorithm for hashtag clustering. Hashtag denotes a word or a
phrase preceded by a hash sign (#). It is used to tag the messages on a specific theme or domain. The hashtag
symbol (#) before some keyword or phrase in tweets signifies the importance of tweet during the search. Twitter
also uses hashtags to index keywords. Because of the hashtag, it’s possible that your tweet is seen by hundreds or
even millions of users who are not following you but have searched using a particular hashtag. Tweets without
hashtag have a very short life. Usually,the most of all relevant information is posted by different users world-wide in
the form of tweets and retweets. But the task of generating event or entity related sequence of incidents to frame the
timeline is an increasingly complex task. Problems like an enormous amount of data, redundancy of information, the
presence of noisy data etc… are to be resolved for the generation of a precise timeline. Moreover,an intelligent
search is required to get the accurate information for creating an exact sequence of information in chronological
order. Currently,if we try to search on Tweeter regarding some event or incident then it simply shows all the
possible Tweets sorted in date order. To overcome this problem, we propose a novel heuristic called as the
prominenceRank basedselection of Tweets from the available data to generate the precise and efficient event
timeline.
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Reframing the details of an event from the available collection of tweets is a significant task. Our research work
mainly focuses on time-specific events. Events such as demonetization took place and spread over a specific region
in a short duration of time. Tweets and retweets are posted about every incident occurred for that event with very
high frequency. After some duration of the time, things disappear. Our aim is to extract the relevant sequences of
incidents enlightening the glimpse of an event from the available details and to assemble them for the precise
timeline generation. Event timeline generation by analyzing social media data has a wide application area. Some of
the major applications are, creating an article in Wikipedia, writing a newspaper story, forming a historical report,
generating a documentary etc… Timeline generation is one of the most powerful techniques which can make
analysis tasks easier and faster considering the events happening in any or every corner of the world.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The review of literature is presented in section 2. Section 3 presents
our proposed approach and algorithm for event timeline generation using hashtag clustering. Case studies and
observations are discussed in section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper with an insight into the future work.
2.
Literature Review
Wang et al. [14] presented summarization and timeline Generation for evolutionary tweet streams using novel
continuous summarization framework called Sumblr. Authors propose an online tweet stream clustering algorithm
to cluster tweets, a TCV-Rank summarization technique for generating online summaries and historical summaries
of arbitrary time durations and designed an effective topic evolution detection method, which monitors summarybased/volume-based variations to produce timelines automatically from tweet streams.Yao et al. [7] present an
approach based on determinantal point processes (DPPs) by jointly modeling the topical relevance of each selected
tweet and overall selection diversity. For the purpose of better balancing relevance and diversity, authors introduced
two novel strategies, namely spectral rescaling and topical prior.Zhou et al. [13] proposed a four stage approach
which includes classification of real-world events reporting tweets, online incremental clustering, post-processing
and sub-events summarisation.
Chang et al. [12] investigated the problem of timeline summarization and proposed a novel framework TimelineSumy, which consists of episode detecting and summary ranking.Magdi et al. [11] examined the dependency of
Tweet Timeline Generation on retrieval quality and its effect on having a biased evaluation. Li and Cardie [6]
address the problem of reconstructing users’ life history based on their Twitter stream and proposed an unsupervised
framework that creates a chronological list for personal important events (PIE) of individuals. The authors introduce
a non-parametric multi-level Dirichlet Process model to recognize four types of tweets: personal time-specific
(PersonTS), personal time-general (PersonTG), public time-specific (PublicTS) and public time-general (PublicTG)
topics, which, in turn, are used for further personal event extraction and timeline generation. Fan et al. [3] proposed
a graph-based dynamic greedy clustering approach, which considers the coverage, relevance, and novelty of the
tweet timeline. Authors constructed the tweet semantic graph using tweet embedding representation. Based on the
graph, the coverage of timeline is estimated according to the graph connectivity. Also, they have integrated a noise
tweet elimination component to remove noisy tweets with the lexical and semantic features based on relevance and
novelty.
3.
Event Timeline Generation using Hashtag Clustering
The frequent availability and conveniences have increased the popularity of social media services as a common
platform for sharing information and knowledge. But due to the massive volume of the database, it becomes
challenging to acquiresignificant information about an entity or an event. Especially, mining the relevant
information from all the available messy data requires excessive efforts. A generic approach to provide an effective
and efficient method to understand an event/entity by presenting a sequence of incidents in chronological order leads
to the growing requirement of event Timeline generation. The objective of Event timeline generation from Twitter is
logically identifying considerable tweets that represent the core essence and can generate a timeline whichprovides
enough emphasis on major incidents. In the subsequent subsections, we describe the detailed algorithm for event
timeline generation using hashtag clustering.
3.1
Hashtag Clustering using Genetic Algorithm
Extracting information from a tweet database is extremely difficult because of its unstructured nature. To show the
importance or emphasis on a specific word in Twitter, it is preceded by a hash sign (#). The word or phrase called
hashtag then highlights the relevant category for tweets which help them include more easily in Twitter search. A
hashtag is also used as an index of searching and it’s possible that your tweet is seen by hundreds or even millions of
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users who are not following you but have searched using a particular hashtag. Single hashtag searching may not give
optimal result hence grouping of similar hashtag plays a vital role in theimprovement of twitter hashtag search
result. Grouping of a similar hashtag is a typical clustering problem. Hashtag clustering has various applications like
[1], [4], [10]. We have exploited clustering capability of genetic algorithm in our previous research work [9] for the
clustering of hashtags representing the similar category or theme. Genetic Algorithm (GA) [2], [5], [8] is an adaptive
heuristic search algorithm that mimics the evolutionary process of natural selection and survival of the fittest. Fig. 1
shows the complete genetic algorithm framework for hashtag clustering. From the selected corpus of tweets,
hashtags are extracted and the co-occurrence frequency of each possible pair is computed. The initial population
contains randomly generated solution chromosomes. Until the predefined number of generations iscompleted, the
GA loop, inclusive of fitness calculation and application of selection, crossover and mutation operators, is
continued. During every generation, fitness function measures the effectiveness of solution and GA operators
strengthen the solution chromosomes. As the generations increase, the solutions are evolved and after a predefined
number of generations the resultant clusters contain relevant hashtags within them.
Genetic Algorithm Frame work

Population
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GA iterations
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Figure 1. The flow diagram for hashtag clustering using genetic algorithm

3.2
Event Timeline Generation using Hashtag Clustering
Tweets are generally short and informal sequence of unstructured text. But proper extraction of relevant tweets helps
in characterizing timeline for an event/entity. Moreover, certain significant details locally or globally are available
only from the information-rich database created online through user’s posts on social media. Table 1 shows the
algorithm for event timeline generation using hashtag clustering. Relevant hashtags are clustered together using a
genetic algorithm as explained in section 3.1. Thereafter, the event or entity is queried to the system for timeline
generation. The hashtag representing the query is determined and the cluster to which that hashtag is a member is
searched. Once the cluster is found, the tweets concerning all the hashtags of that cluster are selected as an entirely
available tweet data for the timeline generation. We propose a novel prominenceRank based heuristic function,
which calculates the rank defining how effectively the particular tweet enlightens the incident, which significantly
contributes to the timeline generation. The prominenceRankuses the parameters that are considered as important
indicators for a tweet such as, the number of retweets of a tweet. Also, the retweet pattern of a user defines the level
of eminence justifying the opinion posted by the user. The prominenceRank is defined as the ratio of a number of
retweets of a tweet to the user’s average retweet count. Higher the prominenceRank of a tweet is, more it contributes
to the effective sequence of incidents for the timeline generation. After sorting all selected tweets in decreasing
order of their prominenceRank, the top N most substantial tweets are considered and re-organized in chronological
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order for the timeline generation. Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of event timeline generation algorithm from
the hashtag clusters. The key searching element used in our approach is a cluster containing the correlated hashtags.
Hashtags are created for all the relevant incidents describing the event and frequently they are cited in the tweets.

Table 1: Algorithm for Event Timeline Generation
Input:
i.
Collection of tweets T = {t1, t2, ···, tn}
ii.
Clusters of Hashtags C = {C1, C2, …, Cm}
iii.
Hashtag query Hq for which the timeline is to be generated
Output:Event timeline Eq = {tq1 , tq2, ··· tqk}
1.
2.
3.
4.
4.1
4.1.1
4.1.2
5.
6.
7.

Search the cluster Cs which contains the Hashtag Hq
Store all hashtags within the clusterCs in the set rel_Htag
Locate all possible tweets (tp1, tp2, …, tpl} from T with all the hashtags of rel_Htag
Find the relevant set of tweets as follows:
For all tweets tp1, tp2, …, tpl find the prominenceRank as
Find retweet value rtvpi for tp1, tp2, …, tpl
prominenceRanki = rtvpi / average retweet count of owner
Sort all the tweets tp1, tp2, …, tpl in decreasing order of prominenceRanki
Select top N tweets, re-arrange in chronological order and store in Eq
Return Eq

The prominenceRankdefines the measure of how significantly a particular tweet describes the incident related to the
event for which the timeline is to be generated. The user can specify the bottom value for it and can decide up to
what level of depth the tweets are to be included in timeline generation.

Figure 2. The schematic diagram for event timeline generation
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Experiments and Observations

4.1 Dataset
We perform experiments using three different case study events. The dataset consists of tweets taken from selected
top 76 Indian media twitter accounts. Twitter gives recent 3200 tweets of each user. Our dataset is consisting of
approximately 2,00,000+ tweets from 24 September 2017 to backward. These tweets contain 1,00,000+ hashtags
and 27,000+ pairs of hashtags. We have removed hashtags with co-occurrence frequency less than 5 to make it
computable. Our clustering model using GA generated 56 clusters of hashtags. We consider three current events for
generating timeline using our proposed algorithm.
4.2 Experiments and Discussions
We found following three major events from our dataset;
1.
RamRahim of DeraSachaSauda
2.
Pradyuman Murder case of Ryan International School
3.
Japan PM’s visit to India for Bullet Train
We have applied our proposed novel approach to these events. Hashtag Clusters generated using the procedure
shown in fig. 1 for the events are shown in table 2. These hashtags are used to extract the relevant tweets from the
available dataset.

Table 2: Case study events for Timeline Generation
Events

Related Hashtags

RamRahim of
DeraSachaSauda

#DERASACHASAUDA #RAMRAHIM #RAMRAHIMSINGH #RAMRAHI
MVERDIC#HONEYPREET #HARYANA

Pradyuman Murder case of
Ryan International School

#PRADYUMAN #PRADYUMANMURDERCASE #RYANINTERNATIONA
LSCHOOL #GURUGRAM

Japan PM’s visit to India for
Bullet Train

#BULLETTRAIN #PMMODI #SHINZOABE;

Table 3 shows the event timeline generation for the first case study considered, RamRahim of DeraSachaSauda. The
first column shows the prominenceRank(pR) of the specific tweet. The selected tweets are re-organized in
chronological order. prominenceRank based selection allows us to determine those tweets which are been paid
maximum attention of users. Such re-organized set of tweets generate the list of incidents which together summarize
the event in a whole.

Table 3: Event timeline generated for RamRahim and DeraSachaSauda
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Table 4 depicts the timeline generated for the event of RyanInternationalSchool. The event timeline generated using
our algorithm effectively represents a sequence of timeline incidents and automatically recapitulates the central
theme of each incident from the relevant post. We have represented the timeline directly showing the finally selected
set of tweets in chronological order. This can be further used as a diversified and suggestive resource for the
generation of a Wikipedia article or report etc… by users.

Table 4: Event timeline generated for Pradyuman Mu rder case of Ryan International School
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Table 5 below shows the timeline generated for the third event of Japan PM’s visit to India for Bullet Train. The
selected tweets present sufficient emphasis on the major incidents describing the event. However, there is no
obvious approach to validate the results but a quantitative analysis of tweet sequence justifies the relevancy of the
timeline generated.
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Table 5: Event timeline generated for Japan PM’s visit to India for Bullet Train
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5.
Conclusion and Future work
In this research work, we proposed an event timeline generation for highly influenced events. Our approach requires
the hashtag clustering as a prior knowledge. The hashtag clustering is performed using a genetic algorithm without
accessing any domain specific information. We have collected real-life tweet streams extracted from 76 Indian
media twitter accounts and evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithm. Our approach is simple and
generalized so, it can be applied to the generation of timeline for major events. The novel proposed prominenceRank
based heuristic automatically identifies the tweets that contribute the necessary and diversified information to the
incidents about the specific event. The timeline generated becomes a meaningful resource for many applications like
generating a Wikipedia article, writing a newspaper report or forming a historical story or documentary etc… To
prove the efficiency of the approach, we consider three most influenced events and generated the timeline. The
quantitative analysis of the experimental result demonstrates the applicability and efficacy of the proposed work.
Currently, we use the ratio of retweet count and average user’s retweet value to define the prominenceRank. In the
future work, this can be further advancedto include the number of likes received by a tweet in order to emphasize on
the popularity of tweet as well.
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